CAMILLA HAMBRO
Edvard Grieg and a Mother’s Grief. Portrait with a lady in no man's land
No doubt, my music will be forgotten a hundred years from now. However, I feel that I have not
wasted my time in writing music that has delighted millions of people in all enlightened countries
[…]. I make no pretensions of being in the class with Bach, Mozart and Beethoven. Their works are
eternal, while I wrote for my day and generation. […] Liszt once said of Thalberg, ‘Son genre es
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petite, mais il est grande dans son genre.’ That saying could be applied to me as a composer.

No one could have put it better than Edvard Grieg did himself when he characterized his
own œuvre: He reveals his goals, suggests characteristics and exposes the heart of his
production. His wife Nina Grieg performed his songs; over the years they merged more
and more into each other as artists and this was an important part of their branding. A
connection between how her voice developed and the design of the songs seems almost
traceable in his letters. “In our consciousness these two people were so closely linked
together that in mind and body she was his expressed image”.2 Several accounts exist
about how audience members felt as if Grieg’s songs were created of his wife while she
was performing them. As exemplified by the Swedish women’s magazine Idun;3 not only
were the songs intimately related to Nina Grieg’s voice, to the outside world she acted
like the composer’s voice in the word’s most multifaceted meanings:
There was something peculiarly fascinating about her on the concert podium. Her small figure and
expressive, beautiful features alone seemed sympathetic to the audience, and her profound interpretations of both text and melody enchanted everyone. Her singing was rather like musical recitation. In
time, naturally, she specialized in performing Grieg’s songs and was, by his own account, “their
only true interpreter”. […] She performed at his concerts, played and sang his works to him until they
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got their final design, took a lively interest in his plans and every little detail of his life.

However, we should not regard the masquerade, the husband behind Nina Grieg’s
singing, as a symptom of an aesthetic failure, but rather as an essential part of the social
message of his songs.5 To most of the reviewers in women’s magazines works like
Grieg’s in the “small” genres in fact represented something “true”, “a safe haven” and a
“real alternative” in what they experienced as an aesthetically chaotic time.6 Hence, time
and occasion feels right to present a close reading of a herstory by the signature THEO in
the woman’s magazine Urd 24 March 1906.7 Inspired by Peder Severin Krøyer’s 1898
portait of Edvard and Nina Grieg (see following page) the article is entitled “With Nina
Grieg’s picture”.8 THEO accounts for live experiences of two of the Griegs’ drawing
room performances and gives us access to a rare account of the Grieg couple performing
his music in a private and a semi-private circle. She describes the changing degrees of intimacy and distance between the Grieg couple, herself and the present audience, together
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Peder Severin Krøyer’s famous portrait of Edvard and Nina Grieg (1898)
with the intensity of her experience of the music. Furthermore, her article describes how
arrangements were made for personal interaction and dialogue through music. In her
account from the events, THEO also makes use of her own life and musical experiences.
She lets musical and private discourse influence each other in sly ways that mutually
affect each other in expression and hold great ideological power.
When THEO’s husband introduced her to Nina Grieg for the first time, they were
happily engaged to be married and on their way to a private party in Bergen. In his
eagerness to tell her about the artist couple, her fiance, to her resentment, failed to
recognize that she was wearing blue silk stockings. Upon spotting the Grieg couple on
their way to the same function and looking forward to the possibility of hearing them
perform Grieg’s music, he told her: “ ‘No one sings like Mrs. Grieg, I am looking forward
to you getting the chance to hear her!’ And he said it in a special warm way, that raised
expectations”. Shortly after they got the opportunity to listen to the Grieg couple perform
his music. Due to her fiance’s lacking interest in her blue silk stockings, THEO intended
not to listen and during the following conversation voice the opinion that Nina Grieg did
not understand her husband’s music. Then, she describes the guests’ changing facial
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expressions the moment Nina Grieg started to sing, and how people gather in the street
outside the open windows and applaud after each song. What made such a great impression on THEO, the audience in the drawing room and on people listening outside the
window? In a follow-up of her first article, THEO elaborates on these kinds of questions:
With Nina Grieg, poetic as well as musical instincts are so pure, that she apparently without labor or
reflection immediately seizes the whole picture. Moreover, she interprets every detail to the more
subtle distinctions. In addition, her personality is so strong and brilliant that it always gives something
new to enjoy, something that seems born of the moment. Her devotion to what she reproduces is so
great that she never violates beauty or disturbs equilibrium. Perhaps our readers now get the
impression of a certain reserved tameness, but nothing is further from Nina Grieg’s singing than that.
It’s fresh like birds singing in the woods and deep as the roar of the sea; it holds all of life’s anguish
and sorrows, its love and sparkling joy of being. She owns the expression of humor and roguishness
too—perhaps best of all. Not only is her spirit deep, but also to a rare degree extensive. And she owns
the ability to leave her mark on everything she touches. What she pours out of herself in her
performance is just as new and rich as the music her husband has composed, or what authors like
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Ibsen and Bjørnson have given us.

A surprised THEO went home with a feeling of having heard singing for the first time in
her life, being so touched by “the picture entering her soul from it.” At this occasion it
stemmed from “the fullness of spring and love and power it brought, not only by one
point or by a few effects, but through all its small and big elements to something full and
beautiful—to a perfect artistic effect.”
An ellipsis of several years has passed in THEO’s account when she recollects her
next experience with the music-making Grieg couple: A grieving THEO and husband
manage to gain access cards to a semi-private matinee with Nina and Edvard Grieg.
Without naming time and place of the concert, she emphasizes Henrik Ibsen’s presence
and his response to Nina Grieg’s interpretation of her husband’s songs to his texts.
Hence, the matinee in question took place in Rome 18 March 1884, as Edvard Grieg
himself describes the event in a letter to Frants Beyer the day after:
Nina sang a great deal, including almost all of my songs of Ibsen’s poetry; and, imagine, after little
Håkon [Margretes Vuggesang] and especially after “I called you my messenger of joy” and “A
swan“, the ice-berg melted. With tears in his eyes, Ibsen came over to the piano where we were, and
shook our hands, almost without being able to say anything. He mumbled something about this being
understanding, and I don’t have to tell you that Nina, on this occasion, did not sing any less
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intelligently than she always does.

The host of the matinee was the Norwegian-born painter Christian Ross12 (1843-1904). In
her account of the Ross’ matinee, THEO renders her experience with one of Edvard
Grieg’s currently lesser known songs, “Mother’s Grief” (Op. 15/4), from without and
within its own assumptions. At a certain level this song also can be viewed as intertextual
with ”Mothering songs”, a significant sub-genre of music targeted at women and the
home music market. Conventionally, title and cover of a song like this should suffice to
inspire conversations after performances at parties like Ross’. THEO also mentions the
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title of the song, “Mother’s Grief”, as one of the preconditions for her self-described
apprehension before the matinee.
It is likely that ”Mother’s Grief” invoked strong mythic images of mother and child
reminding the audience of the Grieg couple’s loss of their only daughter Alexandra. Nina
Grieg’s performance of the song can also be considered intertextual with Ellen Key’s
relatively recent ideas about motherhood that were so crucial to Norwegian society at the
time. This was perhaps important and necessary parts of the social "message" the song
conveys.13 The “mother” has the perspective in the song: Edvard Grieg has given the
voice a central position in the sound design of the work, reminding us of that the person
singing is this mourning woman. And, in her very being, Nina Grieg carried meanings
associated with the mother’s grief that THEO herself felt in her own life, even before the
rendering of the song.
On her way to the matinee, long before Nina Grieg had the chance to sing, her
possible performance of the song influenced THEO’s expectations. Even before she had
listened to Nina Grieg’s rendering of “Mother’s Grief” THEO knew the romance from
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playing it at home. There she controlled the music like an object because perception and
action (which got separated in the drawing room) entered into a dynamic relationship
with each other. This probably felt safer than entering into a dynamic relationship with
Nina Grieg’s rendering at the Ross matinee. Hence, she reports having felt apprehension
towards what listening to Nina Grieg’s rendering would sound and feel like. In what
follows THEO not only portrays Nina Grieg as the one moving Ibsen to tears, but also as
the bearer of meaning that sets the text and music of Edvard Grieg’s “Mother’s Grief” in
motion. The boundaries between art, THEO’s life, and Nina Grieg’s persona dissolve,
and she lets herself get totally absorbed into the song and its lyrics. To a certain extent,
THEO expands the sentimental text of ”Mother’s Grief” to include Nina Grieg as a
narrative and lets this influence her experience of the music. For THEO, this may have
been crucial to make the poem function as a speech act. Nina Grieg’s singing made such
a strong impression that THEO really strained her senses in order to hear every subtle
nuance of her interpretation.
In her article THEO compares her experience of Nina Grieg’s interpretation of
“Mother’s Grief” to a mourner who finally let a persistent priest into his home, although
he had no desire to listen to what he thought he was going to hear, since nothing would
help: The author of the lyrical basis of the song, Christian Reichardt (1821-1892), worked
as a parish priest at Western Funen in Denmark. The subject taken up by the lyrics
contributes to building up a notion in THEO of Nina Grieg as a persona. Her rendering
made THEO take the meaning of the priest’s and Edvard Grieg’s song in for the first
time. In this way the text of the song became useful for her. Facing the priest and facing
the performance of “Mother’s Grief” was not as the widower of the parable or THEO had
expected it to be. As anticipated, when finally singing at the Ross’ party, Nina Grieg
turned out to be of the utmost importance to the function of the romance. For THEO this
was all about communication and identification with Nina Grieg and with the lyrics of the
song she was singing. Upon hearing her rendering THEO confides in us how she, to her
big surprise, experienced a mixture of understanding and awakening. To her Nina Grieg's
interpretation of the song takes on several of the functions of discourse and express
whatever language could not manage or was not permitted to express. THEO did not only
let the singing Nina Grieg communicate with her, but sometimes also for her and on her
behalf: Like the man in the parable she remembers how she, to her own big surprise, got
a “God bless you” that made it easier to fight on with her grief.
By THEO’s own account, the apprehended effect of Grieg’s songs was not achieved
by the melodic line or the harmonics—she states that she barely knew anything about
that—but the picture that Nina Grieg’s singing made enter her soul. Obviously, she
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neither felt a need to analyze or even mention the acoustic space Nina Grieg’s husband
arranged for when he composed “Mother’s Grief”, nor to focus on the tonal coloring
effects that might have been inserted. Not a single word of her article is devoted to how
the accompaniment contributes to the continuity of the vocal line through basic rhythmic
and motivic elements. In this way, Edvard Grieg’s performance of the simple structure of
the accompaniment plays no role as a secondary source of explanation for the connection
between THEO, Nina Grieg and the song. Surely, his setting of the poem must have
fueled the process THEO renders in her article, but she describes Nina Grieg’s
interpretation as the sole decisive factor, as it was “carried out by the understanding from
she who had suffered in the same way herself”.
“Mother’s Grief” was transformed into a phenomenological reality by the user group.
The briefness of the song along with the homophonic texture was important to secure
effortless listening, 15 and—as exemplified by “THEO’s article—the song should make it
possible to be led by the performance and to put in one’s own associations and feelings.
In this way “Mother’s Grief” turns out to be not one romance, but rather several
romances that can be heard/performed in parallel: users of the song who choose only to
engage themselves in the surface of what the song and its lyrics displays, can experience
“Mother’s Grief” relatively different from THEO, and rightly so.
Articles by THEO and other women in Urd as well as reviews by male critics in
newspapers show a lack of a positive, creative, present and aesthetic masculinity. In this
way THEO’s narrative becomes a strikingly good illustration of a music and gender
historiographical void: She takes us to a no man’s land, where Nina Grieg’s composer
husband receives almost no mention, and in this way, sparkles by his absence. To date,
this no man’s land serves as a field of knowledge with no room for fin de siècle’s
emerging reconceptualization of masculinities.
As the composer’s voice Nina Grieg was everything her husband never was: she was
a woman and a singer. In this way her renderings gave his songs greater strength in the
delivery of the message than the poems he set. In 1904 the Swedish women’s music
magazine Damernas Musikblad16 went as far as to describe her as his Jeanne d’Arc:
Even though her voice sounded tiny and weak, her execution had soul and flamed. When Mrs. Nina
was younger, he barely could have gotten better interpretations of his songs. In her singing she
demonstrated what a tremendous power spirit has over the matter. In her renderings she was the
master’s “innermost thoughts” his “Jeanne d’Arc”, who with the cause’s holy zeal fought and brought
him great victories. Naturally, her lovely, soulful understanding of Grieg’s works was the most
17
natural and authentic possible, and the two were one and same entity.

In her article, THEO highlights how Nina Grieg guides her husband in no man’s land.
She helps him maneuver between male composers’ conventional performative femininity
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in the romance genre and the femininity required to match the needs of the music
publishing buisness targeted at women consumers. Equilibristically the Grieg couple
themselves “conducted” the ever-changing dynamics of “text”-levels, contexts and parts
of identities at the dawn of the Women’s Century to their own advantage.
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